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BACK TO NATURE!
Water is the source of life. There is no life without it. Every single living being depends upon it. But are we aware 
of it – we who have so much influence upon life on Earth?

Our ancestors had a highly respectful attitude towards water. Every spring and stream was sacred. And today? 
The water sources that were once so important to our survival have been neglected since the introduction of 
plumbing; some of them have even been filled up. Our grandmothers and grandfathers still remember how 
cattle were once driven to the karst pond to drink, how washerwomen gathered with their laundry on the river-
banks and exchanged news, good and bad. The statuettes of Our Lady of Lourdes that used to stand in lovingly 
built stone niches and watch over the pure water of many springs have been either stolen or discarded. The 
things rambling springs would tell us if they could talk!

The “Sources of Life” Project has brought a number of water sources back to life. Once again, they house frogs, 
toads, newts, dragonflies, pond terrapins, birds … Aquatic plants will soon flourish again and provide shelter for 
water aquatic organisms.

Just for you, we have collected in this booklet several interesting notes and stories about the water sources in 
Bela krajina and the Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje Nature Park. The park is in Croatia, but nature knows no 
borders. The next time you take a walk, pay attention to different types of bodies of water, distinguished by 
their natural originality and cultural and historical significance. Listen carefully to each body of water and you 
will discover endless treasures – in water and in yourself. Allow yourself to be touched either by the sound and 
clarity of water or the tiny life forms that live in it. This booklet contains many instructive suggestions. I feel 
certain that you will enjoy the interesting drawings and games that will lead you over dry land to water and help 
you to realise its significance. We also present a selection of school projects that were included in the Sources 
of Life competition. The wonderful drawings and literary compositions prove that respect for water sources and 
awareness of their significance have been awakened even in the 
youngest children. It is my hope that you will use this booklet 
as a guide to help you find your way back to nature. 

Mira Ivanovič, BSc in Biology, 
IRSNC, Head of the Novo mesto Regional Unit
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1. PROJECT AREA AND WATER 
The project area encompasses Bela krajina (the Črnomelj, Metlika and Semič Municipalities) on the Slovenian 
side of the border and the Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje Nature Park on the Croatian side. The basic character-
istics of the project area are a consequence of the geological structure, which affects the shape of the surface, 
which in turn affects the diversity of local vegetation and bodies of water.

Bela krajina is predominantly a karst landscape where low and high karst meet. Although the project area re-
ceives enough precipitation, there is a lack of water. This is because the water escapes into the underground 
through countless thin cracks, carved into the limestone ground by rainwater. Due to this process, there is 
not much surface water to be found in Bela krajina. Flowing water is comprised by the rivers Kolpa, Lahinja, 
Dobličica, Krupa, Podturnščica and a few smaller streams; other bodies of water present here are springs, karst 
ponds and karst groundwater. The term karst groundwater describes water that seeps into the ground until it 
reaches an impermeable layer and finds its way back to the surface in the form of springs, streams or karst water 
caves. There are over 200 karst springs in Bela krajina. Because there is a lack of surface water in Bela krajina, 
karst springs, water caves and karst ponds were once extremely important for all forms of water supply, while 
also affecting the construction of settlements. Due to the prevalence of limestone, tectonic perforation of rock, 
predominance of low karst and thin layer of soil, Bela krajina is one of Slovenia’s most sensitive regions. 

The Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje Nature Park area is composed predominantly of carbonate rock, mostly dolo-
mite. Consequently, there are a number of surface karst formations (karst valleys and dissolution sinkholes) and 
underground karst formations (pits and caves) to be found here. Particularly in the west part of the park, along 
the Slovenian border, there are many swallow holes and short sinking streams. The park is situated in the north-
west of Croatia and has some karst features (karst relief) as well as Alpine (steep and sharp ridges) and Pannon-
ian features (gently sloping, rolling hills). Highly diverse terrain, sparse settlement and depopulation of the area 
are characteristic of this nature park. The traditional way of life and use of physical space led to the formation of 
a typical mosaic landscape, where villages and settlements are intertwined with fields, meadows, pastures and 
forests. In addition to its diverse terrain, the park is also rich in water springs. According to the latest data, there 
are over 800 springs to be found in the area of the park.

Broadly dispersed settlements are characteristic of both areas and are particularly pronounced in higher-lying 
regions (Gorjanci, Žumberak). Problematic consequences of this type of settlement pattern include the abandon-
ment of traditional land use and the dwindling population in this area.

WHAT IS LIMESTONE? Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed of more than 50% of the mineral cal-
cite; under the right conditions, limestone is slowly but surely eroded by water. 

WHAT IS DOLOMITE? Dolomite is a sedimentary carbonate rock, composed predominantly of the mi-
neral dolomite.

WHAT IS KARST? Karst is a type of rocky terrain, where the effect of water on limestone results in 
characteristic surface features, caves and typical underground waters.



7 TASK 1

“HOW MANY WATER  
SOURCES ...”

There are several types of water 
sources characteristic of Bela kra-
jina and Žumberak. When you take 
a walk in the project area, try to 
identify some of them; you can 
start by connecting the right name 
with each photograph. 

There are traditional local names in 
use for some water sources: zdenc, 
luža, vodenica, lokva, škalva, etc.

SPRING

KARST POND

POND

KARST WATER CAVE

RIVER

STREAM
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2. A GIRL WENT TO FETCH SOME WATER ...
     Water Supply in the Past
Due to the predominance of karst terrain, there is not an abundance of water sources in the project area. That is why 
in the past, the presence of water sources was a deciding factor in the settlement of new areas. The first settlements 
were built near water sources, particularly rivers, springs and karst water caves, where people were able to get water.

People always treated water sources with a lot of care. They built walls around many karst springs and water caves 
to prevent water pollution, improved accessibility to enable water to be fetched and built water troughs for the live-
stock. Virtually every village had a karst pond, which was an important source of water for the livestock, as well as for 
doing laundry, watering the gardens and putting out fires. They were also a popular meeting point and were used for 
bathing and ice skating. Originally, these karst ponds were natural hollows where rainwater accumulated. To increase 
their capacity, people packed the bottom of such hollows with clay or even paved it with stones. In the 19th century, 
they started building rainwater tanks, especially in settlements that were too far removed from water sources. In rain-
water tanks, water from the roofs of residential and commercial buildings was collected. The most advanced tanks 
were communal and collected rainwater from several houses. They were known as village wells and some were even 
equipped with a hand pump and trough. 

Fetching water was once done exclusively by women. Girls as young as 10 would fetch water in small containers with 
the capacity of up to 10 l. They padded the bottom of the container and carried it home on their heads. They fetched 
water once or twice a day, depending on the family’s needs. Water was ladled and poured into the container using 
a cup. In times of drought, when there was very little water in the spring, they would set off for water even before 
sunrise, because it could take several hours before the container was full. If the trail to the source of water was par-
ticularly long or difficult, water was carried by donkeys. 

Vodenica Brstovec Spring Cerovica Spring Liješče Spring in Zagozdac
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»Čubrica, vuhač, baril, lajti, žvanjka, kruglice, škaf, 
keblica, čebrica, banja, žbanja, čeber, banjka«.

There are a number of regionally specific names for containers that people used for fetching water. Connect the 
numbers from 1 to 40 and you will get a typical container that was once used for fetching water. 

TASK 2
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3. GETTING WATER FROM
   THE WATER ... Life around
   Sources of Water 
Although fetching water was not an easy task, women used to enjoy do-
ing it (they would say, “Let’s get water from the water”) because there 
was always company to be found there. On their way to the source of 
water, they would exchange the latest news and sing a song or two.

But the real activity in the village took place around the karst ponds, which 
virtually every village once had. These karst ponds were used mainly for 
watering the livestock, which would stamp the ground and thus main-
tain the impermeable bottom. There were also stone washboards and 
troughs for laundry. Water from the karst pond was used for irrigation 
and putting out fires. Children liked to bathe in the village karst pond and 
many of them learnt to swim there. In the winter, when the water froze, 
the karst ponds became ice skating rinks. In some villages (particularly in 
the Primorska region), karst ponds were also used as a source of ice. 

WHAT IS A KARST POND? A karst pond is a shallow depression with standing water; it has a par-
ticularly important role in the karst terrain.  

1. Many has learnt to swim in a karst pond (karst pond in Zapudje, photo: P. Štefanič) 
2. Watering the livestock in a karst pond Cerkvišče (photo: J. Šuštaršič)
3. Rainwater tank from Dolnji Suhor (photo: J. Šušteršič)
4. Trough for cattle near karst pond in Zapudje (photo: P. Štefanič)

1. 2. 5.

4.

3.



11 Task 3

“FROM HOME TO THE SPRING AND BACK”

The way to the water source was always full of adventure. Play a game and experience some of them yourself!
Here are the instructions:
Gather your fellow players and collect some small rounded stones in a nearby stream to use as game pieces. • Paint the stones in 
your favourite colours. • The person who throws the highest number on the dice goes first. • Move your piece over as many fields 
as the number you threw on the dice. • In colour fields, follow the instructions next to the field. • The winner is the first person 
to return home with water.

Iva meets her friend Janez. He helped 
her to carry the container. 
Go to the end.

Iva was late and she returned 
after a short forest path, but 
she slipped on a rock and fell, 
while the water spilled. 
Return to the spring and refill 
the container.

It was a hot summer day ... Water reserves 
were low so mother asked Iva to go to the 
spring and bring some water.

Iva meets her friend Neža. Singing songs 
and telling stories time passes quickly.
Go on three fields.

The path takes place past the karst 
pond were neighbour boys water 
their livestock. They greed.
Once failed to throw. 

In the clear stream Iva 
finds crustaceans. Throw 
the dice again.

Iva fills the container with 
clean cold water.

START END
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4. DWINDLING NUMBER  
    OF WATER SOURCES
All the way back in 1898, twenty settlements in Bela krajina, in today’s Mu-
nicipalities of Semič and Črnomelj, were first reached by running drinking 
water. It came through Bela krajina’s very first water distribution system 
from three springs near Blatnik. The system of cast iron pipes and over-
flows led to a reservoir above what is now a railway station in Kot. From 
there, water was distributed to larger settlements via public pipes. 

When villages were reached by the water distribution system, the once so 
important water sources (karst ponds, rainwater tanks, karst springs) were 
abandoned. Today, they are gradually decaying and a part of our natural 
and cultural heritage is dying with them. The depopulation of the country-
side and abandonment of pasture land in recent decades have also contrib-
uted to the filling up, overgrowing and drying out of water sources. Since 
there is no more livestock to stamp on the clay and maintain the imperme-
able karst pond bottoms, the karst ponds dried out and were overgrown 
with plants. 

The preserved water sources have an immense cultural and historical val-
ue, because they tell us about the lives of people in the project area. At the 
same time, they also represent a vitally important habitat of a number of 
rare and endangered species of plants and animals. If we work together 
and act carefully, we can preserve this tradition!

One of the aims of the Sources of Life Project was to determine the loca-
tions, state and endangerment of water sources; for this purpose, a regis-
ter of water sources in the project area was compiled. The register is con-
stantly updated with new findings and currently contains 219 springs, 68 
bodies of standing surface water (karst ponds) and 19 karst water caves in 
the Bela krajina region. Žumberak is richer in springs – the area is almost 
half the size of Bela krajina but has 827 springs as well as at least 164 bod-
ies of standing surface water (karst ponds) and 20 karst water caves. This 
means that the project area features over 1300 water sources! Unfortu-
nately, many of them are in a sad state because they are too exposed.
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“NOW WHERE IS THAT SPRING?” 

A grandfather would like to show his grandson the spring, but he has forgotten where it is.  
Help him to find the way to the spring!

Task 4
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5. WATER – A SOURCE OF LIFE FOR ANIMALS
Water sources are the habitat of countless animal and plant species, from single-cell organisms to vertebrates and 
flowering plants. Even the karst ponds that were manmade for the purpose of watering livestock were gradually 
inhabited by water dwelling plants and animals and became an important element in biodiversity. The plant and 
animal species living in karst ponds have adapted to the changing water levels, oxygen levels and temperatures. 
The diversity of animal and plant life depends on the type of water source as well as its size, depth, location and 
other local habitats. There is not nearly enough room in this booklet to describe all of these species, so we will 
present in more detail only the most noticeable groups.

DRAGONFLIES are difficult to miss thanks to their bright colours and acrobatic flying. They are successful predators, 
flying fast and using their excellent sight to catch anything that is smaller than them. Dragonflies catch their prey 
with their feet before they lift it to their powerful jaws. In flight, male dragonflies chase away potential competitors 
and look for females. When dragonflies mate, their bodies form a characteristic heart shape. The female then lays 
the eggs in water or on aquatic plants. The eggs develop into larvae, which can spend up to several years in water 
where they catch their food, grow and shed their skin. Before the last time a larva sheds its skin, it climbs out of 
the water on to waterside plants. The chitinous plates on its back split and from this tight “outfit”, a fully formed 
dragonfly emerges. Its body and wings gradually expand and stiffen, allowing it to take its first flight. Dragonflies 
live in all types of water sources, from small springs to streams and rivers, marshes and swamps, karst ponds, ponds 
and lakes. In addition to water, they also need a suitable habitat on land, where they live and hunt for food when 
they are fully grown. 

AMPHIBIANS are similar to dragonflies in that they spend part of their life in water and part of it on land. De-
pending on the shape of their body, they are divided into two groups: tailed amphibians, which comprise olms, 
salamanders and newts, and tailless amphibians, which comprise common toads, fire-bellied toads, garlic toads, 
tree frogs and true frogs. Tailed amphibians have a tail and their front and hind legs are the same length. Adult 
tailless amphibians have no tail and their hind legs are considerably longer than their front legs, allowing them to 

1. Banded Demoiselle | 2. Azure Damselfly | 3. Southern Skimmer | 4. Ruddy Darter | 5. Broad-bodied Chaser | 6. Southern Hawker | 
7. Residue of The Dragonfly larvae | 8. Scarce Chaser | 9. European tree frog | 10. Yellow-bellied toad | 11. Common Newt | 12. Com-
mon fire salamander | 13. Eggs of Agile Frog | 14. Italian Crested Newt | 15. Agile Frog | 16. Tadpoles | 17. Common toad | 18. Grass 
snake | 19. Slow worm | 20. Dice snake | 21. European Green Lizard | 22. European pond terrapin | 23. Eastern European hedgehog 
| 24. Eurasian water shrew | 25. European Roe Deer | 26. Great Egret | 27. Grey heron | 28. Mallard | 29. European Water Vole

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

16 17
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hop. In the first rainy and wet period of every spring, amphibians leave their winter homes in the soil, under rot-
ting wood, under stones or in the mud on the bottom of water holes and migrate to bodies of water – spawning 
places where they mate and deposit clusters of eggs (spawn) of various shapes. The lifecycle of amphibians usu-
ally involves transformations through several stages: from eggs to tadpoles to fully grown animals. Amphibians 
transform in water: they grow rapidly, their gills are replaced with lungs, tailless amphibian develop their limbs 
and lose their tail. After they have mated and deposited the spawn, adult animals leave the water environment 
and spend the rest of the year on land. The tender skin that they also use for breathing does not protect them 
from the loss of moisture, so they live in humid environments. Spawn and tadpoles are a real treat for aquatic 
insects (e.g. great diving beetles, water bugs and dragonfly larvae) and especially for many species of fish. On 
land, young frogs are preyed on by beetles, birds, shrews and snakes. Adult amphibians are eaten by some birds 
(storks, herons), many mammals (hedgehogs, polecats, rats, foxes) and grass snakes. Adult amphibians play an 
important part in the food chain, because they feed on many species that are inconvenient to us (mosquitoes 
and their larvae, snails).

REPTILES are much more adapted to life on land than amphibians; there are few species of reptiles to be 
found near water. The most common is undoubtedly the grass snake. Its main food includes frogs and other 
amphibians, making karst ponds and similar aquatic environments its ideal habitat. As a predator, the grass 
snake is at the top of the food chain and is very important for maintaining the natural balance; it is also highly 
susceptible to poisonings. In addition to the grass snake, the dice snake can also be found near water sources. 
The dice snake is a small, non-venom-
ous snake that feeds on fish. The water 
sources in the project area are also the 
habitat of the pond terrapin, a freshwa-
ter turtle.

BIRDS AND MAMMALS
Water sources are an important part of the habitat of many birds and mammals using them as a watering place, 
nesting place and a place to hide and rest. Shrews, mice, voles and other small mammals are difficult to spot near 
water sources because they are silent and inconspicuous. Water sources make for a great spot for observing birds 
and bats, which go there to drink or hunt. 

THE UNDERGROUND FAUNA of the karst world is one of the most diverse in the world, featuring coun-
tless specialised species. Particularly worth mentioning are the white olm, black olm, cave snails and cave 
mussels such as the Congeria kusceri, live colonies of which were found within the context of this project 
in the Jamska školjka spring by the Krupa River. 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

22212018 19
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“ANIMAL MOSAIC” 

Water sources are an important habitat of animal species whose lifecycles are connected with 
water. You can find some of these animals in the task below. The names of species are spelled horizontally, 
vertically and diagonally.

The following animals are hidden: Grass snake, Swan mussel, Stone crayfish, Great diving beetle, Freshwater 
snail, Olm, Broad-bodied chaser, Bat, Newt, Duck, Common frog, Pond terrapin,  Roe deer, Pike, Fire-bellied 
toad, Otter, Water flea, Common kingfisher, Tree frog.

Task 5
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“PLANT MOSAIC” 

Water sources are an important habitat of plant species that are bound to water. Colour in some of these plants and add 
the right name to each drawing. Finally, draw the species that is left over.

The list of plants: Willow, Bulrush, Sedge, Common water plantain, Pondweed, Eurasian watermilfoil, Common duck-
weed, Common water-crowfoot.

Task 6
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6. WATER – A SOURCE OF LIFE FOR PLANTS
Water sources have highly diverse characteristics and consequently provide a home to highly diverse plants 
and animals. They are an important habitat for water bound plants. The main factor affecting the growth of 
plants is light, so aquatic plants only grow in sufficiently well-lit depths. Some plant species merely require 
moist soil, while others are submerged in water. In karst ponds, which are usually more or less completely 
round and have a steadily sloping bottom, you will notice that plants grow in concentric circles depending on 
the humidity in the soil. Looking from the outside edge inwards, there are: 

MARSH PLANTS: this is the most diverse group of plants. Reedy plants (reeds, bulrushes, rushes, bur-reeds) 
have a strong root system and can survive long periods without water. In addition to reedy plants, this group 
also includes shallow water plants, which are very well adapted to the changes in water level (e.g. the com-
mon and lanceleaf water plantain, sedge, spike rush and soft rush). These plants require waterlogged soil. 
Contributing further to the diversity of plant life are moist soil plants, which develop where the ground is 
just wet enough (e.g. common hedge hyssop, purple loosestrife, marsh horsetail, knotweed). Some trees that 
prefer moist soil, such as alder, poplar and willow, also frequently grow near sources of water.

FLOATING PLANTS: the majority of nutrients are acquired above the water surface, where these plants also 
bloom and propagate. Their leaves float on the water surface. Some plants have free-floating roots (common 
duckweed), while others have roots that are anchored to the bottom (yellow water lily, floating pondweed, 
common water-crowfoot with floater leaves, water lily).

1. Water crow-foot | 2. Cattail | 3. Common hedgehyssop | 4. Water horsetail | 5. Bogbean | 6. Purple loosestrife | 7. European 
speedwell | 8. Lanceleaf water plantain | 9. Broad-leaved pondweed | 10. Water smartweed | 11. Duckweed | 12. Yellow Water-
lily | 13. European White Waterlily | 14. Water starwort | 15. Eurasian water milfoil | 16. Rigid hornwort | 17. American Water-
weed | 18. Bog bulrush | 19. Branched Bur-reed | 20. Common reed

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

149 10 11 12 13
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The spongy tissue is populated by larvae of some species of beetles (Donacia), 
which can survive under water and breathe oxygen from plant vessels. 

SUBMERGED PLANTS: they receive nu-
trients from the water or the substrate 
and spend winter in deep water or mud. 
They can be anchored to the bottom or 
floating freely in the water. Some sub-
merged plants bloom and procreate 
below the water surface, while others 
grow their blooms and fruits above the 
surface. Some typical submerged plants 
are the Eurasian watermilfoil, hornwort, 
horned pondweed, narrow-lead pond-
weed, common water-crowfoot, Ameri-
can waterweed and some knotweeds.

Aquatic plants are adapted to life in the 
water. Their leaves tend to be narrow, 
band-shaped and divided in order to 
maximise the leaf surface and increase 
the efficiency of exchanging gases and 
minerals with the environment. The 
leaves also perform some tasks that are 
normally performed by roots, so some 
aquatic plants have poorly developed 
roots or no roots at all. Support fibres 

are poorly developed, making the plants 
more flexible and resistant to water 
pressure; if you take an aquatic plant out 
of the water, it is limp. Leaf pores, which 
are generally located on the bottom side 
of land plant leaves, can only be found 
on the upper side of floating leaves in 
aquatic plants. The upper side of floating 
leaves also has a well developed epider-
mis that repels water. Another important 
feature of aquatic plants is spongy tis-
sue, which enables the transfer of gases 
through the plant. This tissue has large 
air spaces that make the plants buoyant. 

Plants create a number of ecologic nich-
es in water sources, contributing to the 
survival of numerous animal species. 
Plants provide animals with food, a place 
to hide from predators and a place to 
deposit eggs in mating season. Some lar-
vae even find a place inside plants where 
they develop to a certain stage.

15

18 19 20

17

16
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7. WHERE ARE ALL THOSE WATER SOURCES,
   WE USED TO KNOW ...
Following the gradual abandonment of pasture land and livestock watering places in the 1960s, many karst ponds start-
ed to dry out and become overgrown with plants. Countless karst ponds were filled up during renovation of farms and 
villages; they have now been replaced with wider roads, facilities, community centres, funeral homes, football pitches, 
etc. The destruction of karst ponds has stopped only in recent years. In many places, people are cleaning out the local 
karst ponds, paving them with clay and maintaining the surroundings. The awareness that karst ponds are part of our 
natural and cultural heritage is growing. As the only bodies of standing surface water and diverse water objects, they are 
an important part of the cultural landscape. Similarly, many springs have become overgrown throughout the decades 
because people have stopped fetching water. Springs, karst ponds and ponds in the karst world are crucial for maintain-
ing the natural balance, biotic diversity and cultural and historical past. Recognising the importance of water sources, the 
project partners worked with locals within the context of the Sources of Life IPA Project to restore 45 water sources in 
the Bela krajina and Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje Nature park, thus ensuring the revival of natural and cultural sources. 

While such restored water sources only rarely serve their original purpose – supplying water – they perform many other 
functions that justify the maintenance of water sources. Restored water sources often bring villagers closer together, 
especially if they took part in the restoration process. Water sources have an important social role; a restored water 
source, particularly a karst pond, can once again become a meeting place for locals as well as for visitors. Water sources 
are also becoming part of the tourism offer in the countryside and are included in educational and other themed trails. 
Last but not least, when we maintain our water sources, we are also maintaining the habitat of countless animal and 
plant species.

Škalva in ZapudjeSpring SuhorSpring ZagozdacKarst pond Hrast pri Jugorju

Spring RakovecSpring Ponikve

Karst 
pond in 
PribinciSpring RibnikPlaninska luža

Karst 
pond in 
Zapudje
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“So beautiful –  
as good as new!” 

Within the context of the Sources of 
Life Project, we restored a number 
of karst ponds and improved the 
conditions for many plants and ani-
mals. There are many differences 
between the two karst ponds draw-
ings below. Spot at least 10 differ-
ences!

Task 7
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A NON-NATIVE SPECIES is a species introduced by people into a new environment where it was not 
present before.

A NATIVE SPECIES is a species that is naturally present in a specific environment.

8. THERE IS NO ROOM FOR NON-NATIVE 
    SPECIES IN WATER SOURCES
To our eyes, it is beautiful to see different species of fish in the water and colourful flowers on the shore. You 
might feel that the nearby water source will make a good home for the red-eared slider turtle that has outgrown 
its terrarium. However, the red-eared slider is a non-native species and does not belong in natural water sourc-
es, because it has a negative effect on the indigenous animals and plants living there.

The most famous example of a non-native species is the goldfish. Goldfish are well adapted to life in muddy 
standing waters such as karst ponds. Fish feed on aquatic insects, amphibian spawn and tadpoles or the vegeta-
tion where other karst pond dwellers hide and attach their spawn. Two goldfish can eat the spawn of as many as 
five frog couples. Fish, particularly if they are present in large numbers, can completely alter the conditions in 
a karst pond and prevent the survival of other species. When goldfish and other species of fish are introduced 
into a karst pond, the balance is destroyed: the food chain breaks, the self-cleaning capacity of the environment 
is reduced and the karst pond loses its important ecological role as the habitat of numerous plants and animals. 
Similarly, the red-eared slider and yellow-bellied slider turtles from the terrarium do not belong in karst pond 
either. Because they are bigger, hardier and stronger, they present a serious threat to the pond terrapin – our 
only indigenous species of freshwater turtle – because they compete with it for habitat and food. A plant exam-
ple of a non-native species is the water lily, which we like to plant in karst pond because of its beautiful blooms. 
However, the large leaves of water lilies quickly cover the water surface, blocking the light and exchange of gases 
under the surface and thus destroying the balance. This causes the reduction of plankton, which in turn affects 
all life in the karst pond. 

If we want to maintain the diversity of life in our water sources, we must not populate them with animals and 
plants that do not belong there!
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Stop! Red-eared slider 
and other non - native 
species do not belong 

to nature! 

“NOW I KNOW! Water sources are a suitable habitat for native plants and animals, but populating them with decora-
tive plants or turtles and fish from the aquarium will only cause damage.”
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9. WATER SOURCES AS A NATURAL CLASSROOM
Since the introduction of the water distribution system, the environmental as well as the educational aspect of 
water sources are becoming increasingly important. Every water source has its own story, parts of which can 
be discovered by even the youngest visitors, as long as they have some investigative spirit. All you need is some 
time and will. Especially for children, what was once an apparently uninteresting waterhole can soon become 

a fascinating place worth visiting again or even regularly. Karst ponds are a veritable natural classroom, 
demonstrating biotic diversity, the habitat of many plants and animals, the cycling of matter in the 

ecosystem, food chains, natural processes and changes throughout the seasons. As such, karst 
ponds can contribute significantly to instilling a responsible attitude to nature in children.

All it takes is a pair of rubber boots, a small fishing net and container and a game in your native 
village will soon turn into an adventure of discovery. Try it – you won’t regret it!  
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Visiting a water source can teach 
you a lot of things. Here is a short list 
of activities to get you started:

•	 observing the plant and animal 
species that live in the karst pond,

•	 observing how they have adapt-
ed to life in the water,

•	 observing the movement and be-
haviour patterns of animals,

•	 observing mating patterns, study-
ing the development cycle, meas-
uring the size and weight of sub-
jects,

•	 observing the feeding process 
(you might spot a grass snake on 
the prowl),

•	 observing animal tracks on the 
shore,

•	 observing changes in nature 
caused by seasonal and weather 
influences,

•	 comparing the properties of karst 
ponds (colour, smell of water, 
bottom).

Before you visit the water source, 
test your abilities of observation and 
find the true shadow of the explorer.

Task 8
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10. WATER ETIQUETTE
Water sources can make for a pleasant environment for a daytrip, exploring or recreation. However, remember 
to behave appropriately during your visit – we must work together to preserve the karst ponds and other water 
sources, as well as the animals and plants that inhabit them.

•	 For your own safety, do not stand too close to the shore.
•	 If you stay quiet and motionless, you can spot many animals; do not 

frighten them.
•	 Do not destroy plants – they are important for the survival of ani-

mals and help to clean the water.
•	 Waste does not belong in or near water sources – it spoils the ap-

pearance, deteriorates the quality of water and harms plants and 
animals. 

•	 Karst ponds are not a suitable home for goldfish, terrarium turtles 
and decorative plants – even if you are unable to care for them at 
home, do not take them to a karst pond.

•	 Karst ponds should not be used for washing cars and farming ma-
chinery. The detergents pollute the water and kill plants and animals.
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“GOOD BEHAVIOUR IS A VIRTUE!”

For my own safety and because I am no more than a guest in nature, I am aware of the right way to behave when 
I visit a water source. 

Look at the drawings below and mark those that show the right way to behave when you visit a water source.

Task 9
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11. TAKING CARE OF WATER SOURCES
Water sources are an important environmental, historical and recreational ele-
ment in the landscape. In addition to providing the habitat for countless plant 
and animal species, karst ponds in particular can provide added value to the 
tourism offer and a pleasant meeting place, while the water can also be used 
for putting out fires and for irrigation in periods of drought. However, because 
traditional use of karst ponds is disappearing, the natural development of karst 
ponds and springs is headed towards overgrowth, filling up with sediments, dry-
ing out and disappearance. If we want to maintain the karst ponds and springs in 
our environment, we have to maintain them.

The frequency of your activities should be adapted to the growth of aquatic plants 
and volume of sediments. If the aquatic plants are rapidly covering the water sur-
face – this is usually due to a high influx of nutrients – remove the excess growth 
and deposits annually or every few years. Fast growing plants include bulrushes 
and common duckweed, which cover the water surface very quickly and fill up 
the basin with large quantities of dead parts. They also reduce the diversity of life 
in the karst pond, so it is a good idea to thin them out every now and then. The 
purpose of constant maintenance of karst ponds is to preserve them as sources 
of water. In order to maintain the environmental aspect of water sources, con-
sult an expert with experience in the field of karst pond maintenance before 
you undertake any work. Even the most well intentioned cleaning can result in 
harmful consequences. Pay special attention to the right time for your activities – 
the most suitable seasons are autumn and winter, when plants and animals slow 
down. Karst ponds were once maintained by the livestock using them as watering 
places. Today, we have to take on this task ourselves.

Karst pond in Pribinci

Karst pond in Sinji vrh

Novolipski breg

Spring ObrhSpring ZagozdacRadenci karst pond
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“FOR THE SAKE OF OUR DESCENDANTS …” 

The only way to preserve the water sources is if we work together. Think about why it is important to preserve 
water sources and what you can do to improve their conditions. Write down your thoughts and ideas in the box 
below and try to carry them out.

“I can also 
contribute to 

maintaining water 
resources!”
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12. WATER – A SOURCE OF ARTISTIC INSPIRATION
As part of the Sources of Life Project, we announced an open competition for photographs and articles about 
water sources and species of animals and plants that are bound to aquatic ecosystems. The competition was 
intended to encourage people – especially younger generations – to be more attentive to nature and to create 
articles, drawings or photographs on the basis of their observations. 

The first competition was open to amateur and professional photographers and featured three categories: wa-
ter sources, animals bound to water sources and aquatic and water-bound plants. 9 photographers participated 
in the competition, submitting a total of 84 photographs. The photographs were evaluated by an expert commit-
tee and the best were included in a photography exhibition. The committee also chose the winning photograph 
in each category and the overall winner, Jani Vidmar, and his photograph entitled Tree Frog.

The school competition was open to individuals and groups in four categories: natural science or fiction texts; 
sculptures, drawings, paintings and graphics; photographs; and posters. Participating in the competition were 
10 primary schools (6 in Slovenia and 4 in Croatia) with a total of 145 submitted artworks. The submissions were 
evaluated by an expert committee. The authors of the most highly evaluated artworks were awarded a plaque 
and symbolic prize, while the remaining participants received certificates for taking part in the open competi-
tion. The mentors were awarded certificates for mentorship and all schools received grateful acknowledgment.

In all submissions, the importance of water sources, concern for them and even respect for them shine through. 
But the most noticeable thing is the extraordinary diversity, which is also typical of water sources. We have at-
tempted to present some of this diversity in this booklet ...

OB STUDENČKU

Tam za vasjo je studenček,
moder je kot nebo,
sveti se kot zlato,

kamni beli so kot sneg.

Poleti tam najlepše je,
ko studenček žvrgoli,

pesem poje si.

Barbara Mohar
OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič

(mentor: Anica Jakša)

1. Gašper Kambič, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  2. Tine Kambič, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič 
(mentor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  3. Josipa Regovič, OŠ Milana Langa Bregana (mentor Kornelija Turić Dorotić)  |  4. Žiga Rebernik, IV. OŠ 
Celje (mentor Manja Kozovinc)  |  5. Tina Mihev, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor Alenka Bukovec)  |  6. Urška Didovič, OŠ 
Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor Alenka Bukovec)  | 7. Nera Horvat, OŠ Milana Langa Bregana (mentor Kornelija Turić Dorotić)  

1 2
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|  8. Toni Vrščaj, OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)  |  9. Renato Ribarić, OŠ Žakanje (mentor Duško Rupčić)  |  10. Ajša 
Kavšek, OŠ Vinica (mentor Andreja Starešinič)  |  11. Jernej Peršič, OŠ Vinica (mentor Mojca Hudak)  |  12. Josip Husta, OŠ Milana 
Langa Bregana (mentor Kornelija Turić Dorotić)  |  13. Ivana Umolac, OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)  |  14. Diana 
Kralj, OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)

4 5

11109

6 7

12 13 14

8

3
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Tebi, Dobličica moja

Sredi Črnomlja živim
in vedno, ko se sprehajam,
te opazujem in občudujem, 

Dobličica moja.

Globoko se vrbe priklanjajo vate,
Dobličica moja.

Ribe živahno skakljajo 
in račke v tvoji čisti vodi čofotajo,

Dobličica moja.

Tvoja pot se vije od Doblič, 
kjer tvoj je izvir,

do Kanižarice in naprej, 
naprej do Črnomlja, 

kjer se tvoja voda pod 
tromostovjem v Lahinjo zlije 

in tvoja pot se v daljno 
Črno morje nadaljuje.

Vedno sem si želel, 
da bi ob tebi uredili sprehajalne poti, 

a sedaj čutim strah, 
da bi nekateri vate metali le smeti, 

zato je bolje, da sama živiš 
in svoj mir imaš 
Dobličica moja.

Dobro, da te imam,
Dobličica moja!

Naužijem se tvojih lepot
in pitne vode tvoje,

Dobličica, ti si življenje moje!

Želim, da ostaneš še dolgo čista,
da bo tvoja pitna voda 

še dolgo razveseljevala vse, 
ki živimo s tabo, 

Dobličica, ti si življenje moje!

Matej Horvat
Oš Mirana Jarca Črnomelj
(mentor Nevenka Jankovič)

15. Nika Mravinec, OŠ Vinica (mentor Andreja Starešinič)  |  16. Sara Simonič, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor Vlasta 
Henigsman)  |  17. Marino Ribarić, OŠ Žakanje (mentor Duško Rupčić)  |  18. Leja Kambič, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič (men-
tor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  19. Matic Peteh, OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)  |  20. Anja Šimec, OŠ Mirana Jarca 
Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)  |  21. Julija A. Horvat, OŠ Vinica (mentor Mojca Hudak)  |  22. Blaž Ogulin, OŠ Belokranjskega 

15

17

19

16

18

20
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Ponosni na črnega močerila

Bela krajina je majhna deželica na jugovzhodu Slovenije, 
znana po belih narodnih nošah, steljnikih z belimi brezami, 
vinogradih, Mirni gori in reki Kolpi. Takšno ali malo drugačno 
predstavitev naše dežele najdemo povsod, v različnih knji-
gah, v turističnih zloženkah in na internetu.

Čeprav je vse zgoraj našteto res, se mi zdi, da vse premalo 
ljudi v Beli krajini in Sloveniji ve, da smo edinstveni na svetu 
v tem, da pri nas živi črna človeška ribica – črni močeril.

Pred več kot dvajsetimi leti so ga ob preučevanju vode v iz-
viru Dobličica našli člani Inštituta za raziskovanje Krasa. Bili 
so zelo presenečeni, saj niso vedeli, za katero živalsko vrsto 
gre. Sprva so mislili, da je jegulja, po preučevanju so ugotovi-
li, da so našli edinstveno črno človeško ribico. Do takrat so 
poznali le človeško ribico iz Postojnske jame. Nekoliko kas-
neje so črnega močerila našli tudi v izviru Jelševnik. Tu nam 
Župančičevi v svoji mostiščarski hiši predstavijo to jamsko 
žival, ki jo ob močnem deževju naplavi na površje.

Zanimivo je, da so tudi po svetu kaj hitro izvedeli, da smo mi 
edini, ki imamo to vrsto. Posneli so film Weird Cratures, the 
human fish, ki je bil že predvajan na Discovery Channel in 
Animal Planet. Prav gotovo je ta film pripomogel k večji pre-
poznavnosti Slovenije v svetu, na kar smo lahko zelo ponosni. 

Dokumentarni film o črnem močerilu je posnela tudi Televiz-
ija Slovenija. Ob prebiranju zanimivosti o črnem močerilu 
sem zasledila, da tudi združenje Manager vsako leto prejem-
niku priznanja Mladi manager podeli skulpturo, na kateri je 
upodobljen črni močeril. Lepo! Kaj pa mi, Belokranjci? Kaj 
smo mi naredili za večjo prepoznavnost črnega močerila? 
Ne vem, najbrž premalo. 

Sama obiskujem osnovno šolo Mirana Jarca, ki spada med 
eko šole. V znaku naše eko šole je tudi črni močeril. Vse lepo 
in prav. Mislim, da mu vseeno na šoli namenjamo premalo 
pozornosti, saj smo ga pri predmetu naravoslovja obravna-
vali le enkrat. Glede na to, da je ogrožena vrsta, bi bilo 
potrebno nas mlade še bolj ozaveščati o varovanju narave. 
Poleg tega pa bo potrebno ozaveščati tudi druge prebivalce 
Bele krajine. Zasledila sem podatek, da je voda, v kateri živi 
črni močeril, vse bolj onesnažena z različnimi onesnaževalci. 
Upam, da bo zavest ljudi v naslednjih letih narasla v pravo 
smer, da ne bodo spuščali v okolje nevarnih snovi, ki bi ogro-
zile našega črnega močerila. Belokranjci, začnimo se zave-
dati tega, kar imamo! Bodimo ponosni na črnega močerila!

Lorena Klasnić
OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj 

(mentor Nevenka Jankovič)

odreda Semič (mentor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  23. Marko Sever, OŠ  Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  
24. Lea Plut, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  25. Nadja Požek, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič 
(mentor Vlasta Henigsman)

2523 24
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NAGAJIVI STUDENČEK

Oj studenček bistri,
jaz umil bi se,

saj plenička moja umazana je.

Ko me gledaš,
se mi smejiš,

z vodo me poškropiš
in me razjeziš.

Ampak jaz ti oprostim,
saj tako lepo žuboriš

in me vedno znova nasmejiš.

Leja Kambič
OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič

(mentor Anica Jakša)

BISTRI STUDENČEK

Zraven studenčka
deček stoji,

vode v studenčku
si piti želi.

Voda pa teče,
teče naprej.

Deček ji reče,
da ustavi se naj.

Voda se ustavi,
da deček popije,
potem pa zopet

steče naprej.

Tara Štraus Duvnjak
OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič

(mentor Anica Jakša)

26. Anja Vlahovič, OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)  |  27. Veronika Saje, OŠ Belokranjskega odreda Semič (mentor 
Vlasta Henigsman)  |  28. Tina Švajger, OŠ Mirana Jarca Črnomelj (mentor Natalija Orlič)  |  29. Erik Stambulič, OŠ Belokranjskega 
odreda Semič (mentor Vlasta Henigsman)  |  30. Anamarija Sintić, OŠ Kardinal Alojzije Stepinac Krašić (mentor Martina Štengl)  |  
31. Jernej Peršič, OŠ Vinica (mentor Mojca Hudak)

2726
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13. INTERESTING  
 FACTS 
•	 The Vodenica water cave in Velika Sela near Adlešiči 

is believed to have been walled in during the time 
of the Celts. Vodenica is a name for a spring at the 
bottom of large karst basins. They are typically 
found around Semič and Adlešiči.

•	 The arched walls around the Lebica water cave 
were probably built by the ancient Romans.

•	 There are several springs in Bela krajina with a 
“Lurd” – a stone niche housing a statuette of Our 
Lady of Lourdes. These springs include Zdenec pod 
Božakovim, two springs at Krašnji vrh, in Vidošiči, 
the Okno spring in Mali Nerajc, the spring in Sred-
nja vas near Semič and Sinji vrh.

•	 In the past, the Potoki waterhole, today preserved 
as a pond, was dammed and used as a source of 
water for the steam locomotive.  

•	 Even a century ago, people took care to protect the 
environment around sources of drinkable water. 
For instance, landowner Martin Bukovc in Blatnik 
was made to move his stable, outhouse and ma-
nure to prevent the pollution of the local stream. 
It was prohibited to build stables and outhouses 
within the radius of 20 m around the stream.

•	 The source of the Krupa has been polluted with 
PCBs from a plant in Semič that manufactured ca-
pacitors. The source was supposed to provide wa-
ter throughout Bela krajina, but now it will have to 
remain unused for several decades. 

•	 The spongy tissue of soft rushes is uniformly dense 
throughout the stem and was often used as a can-
dle wick in the past.

Spring of Nerajčica

Spring of Krupa

Spring Sinji vrh

Spring Obrh

Božakovo zdenc

Bajer Potoki

Spring Orehovec

Vodenica in Velika Sela
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READ MORE ...
This booklet was written with the help of many works by other authors, cited in the list of sources. You can use these 
books as material for a more in-depth research if this booklet has not provided answers to all of your questions.

•	 Dichlberger P., 2008. Belokranjci in voda. Diplomska Task. Ljubljana.

•	 Ličen Tesari, Sonja. 1998. Voda v beli krajini, 1998. Zbornik ob stoletnici napeljave prvega belokranjskega 
vodovoda 1898-1998. Semič: Občina Semič.

•	 Maher I. s sod., 2007. Okrogla voda. Priročnik o kalih. Zavod RS za varstvo narave. Ljubljana.

•	 Plut D., Lampič B. In Trobec T., 2011. Inventarizacija vodnih virov na območju občin Bele krajine. Zaključno 
poročilo. Univerza v Ljubljani, Filozofska fakulteta. Ljubljana.

•	 Obnavljamo kale. Projekt 101 kal – stabilna eko mreža. Junij 2003.

•	 Plut D., 1984. Vode v Beli krajini in njihova uporaba. Doktorska disertacija.

•	 Plut D., 1988. Belokranjske vode. Monografija.

•	 Prelesnik, T., 2007. Vodni viri na Kočevskem – Wasserquellen im Gottscheerland.

•	 Projekt 1001 kal - 1001 zgodba o življenju. Seminar peljimo otroke h kalu. Divača. 2006.

•	 http://www.tujerodne-vrste.info/

•	 Govedič, M., M. Cipot, G. Lipovšek, B. Skaberne, R. Slapnik, M. Sopotnik, A. Šalamun, B. Trčak, M. Vamberger 
& J. Valentinčič, 2011. Inventarizacija flore in favne vodnih virov na območju občin Črnomelj, Metlika in 
Semič. Končno poročilo. Naročnik: Zavod Republike Slovenije za varstvo narave. Center za kartografijo favne 
in flore, Miklavž na Dravskem polju. 84 str.

•	 Struna, S., 2007. Inventarizacija lokvi u Parku prirode »Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje«. Diplomska Task. Kar-
lovac.

•	 Vujnović, T., 2010. Hidrogeološke značajke Parka prirode »Žumberak – Samoborsko gorje«. Doktorska disert-
acija. Zagreb.
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Spring Cerovica

Sprig of Dobličica

Spring Lipovec

Spring Liješče

Spring Jelševnik

Spring Sitnik

Spring Okno

Spring Cerovica

Spring Grmski zdenc

Pond Mlaka in Kanižarica
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Spring Fučkovski zdenec

Sprig Poganec

Spring Toplica

Karst pond in Zagozdac 

Spring Sitnik

Karst pond in Komarna vas

Spring Cerovica

Karst pond Močile

Spring of Lahinja

Karst pond near Dolnja Paka

Pond Prilozje
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ANGLEŠKA VERZIJA LOGATIPA NALOŽBA V NAŠO PRIHODNOST
 ANGLEŠKA VERZIJA LOGOTIPA SVLR
PROSIM POD LOGOTIPE OBČIN NAPIŠEŠ TAKOLE:  MUNICIPALITY 
ČRNOMELJ, MUNICIPALITY METLIKA, MUNICIPALITY SEMIČ
IN VSTAVITI ANGLEŠKO VERZIJO LOGOTIPA ZAVODA IN PARKA

MUNICIPALITY
ČRNOMELJ

MUNICIPALITY
METLIKA

MUNICIPALITY 
SEMIČ


